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About This Game

Rogue Harvest is a finely crafted Rogue-like Open World Adventure!

- Explore a massive procedurally generated world
- Chop down trees, mine stone, d 5d3b920ae0
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Developer:
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Publisher:
Genetix Studio
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

English
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Review Update: The game has died as it stands. I have stood by the developer for a long time believing this wouldn't be the case
and I feel like a traitor for changing my review but Here is where it stands. The old review has been left for the current released
aspects of the game, editted to remove the comments about changes that were promised and never came through. The game IS
fun as it stands but it isn't complete and likely never will be. If the game ever does resume and achieve completion (I REALLY
wanna see the ending!) Then I will be HAPPY to change this but I can no longer support this game. Old review://////// This game
is amazing. It is a beautiful work of art It IS a perma-death game. This will put some of you off so if that sort of thing does not
suit you then this game is not for you Now that's not to say it is perfect. There are some bugs still as it is early developement and
as a permadeath game one small screw up can easily undo hours of hard work and it is extremely unforgiving if you don't pay
attention to the instructions or at least glance at the guide. Got the game full price, got the game for my wife full price, soon to
get it for more family full price. Worth it to me bugs and all.. I dislike the controls and expected more from the game, the music
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randomly cuts out and I find it annoying when it doesnt. It's bland and crashes on me.. The game is going good, but what im
confused about is the story that going on in the beginning and then you start in a hut ( I see a plane and then later on you hear a
plane crashing?? ) I think its good just need some bug fixes and story fix. The developer left this game. I payed for it because he
was on an interesting path, but they moved on.. Clunky controls? Clunky controls. I tried to get into it, and i still intend to, but as
of now i just cant get around the fact that the diagonal movements barely work. At best, diagnal is a slight incline/decline. Very
awkard to move in other areas as well. Hopefully there will be a control update to help.. Great little game to play. little odd here
and there and it gets harder the longer you stay alive so you got to build up them walls to keep the enimy out.. i like it, it has
great potential!. I played 15 minutes of this game which was enough to see this game for what it was: a mix of Terraria and
Stardew Valley except absolutely all the good bits have been taken out. Add to that the fact that it doesn't load when I click
"Load game", it doesn't close when I click "Close" (running in the background, cheeky cheeky!) and has no options to change
the graphics except for Vsync On/Off and Full/Windowed mode.the choice is clear - avoid. Honestly, I cannot understand how a
game that is half the cost of another - better - similar version can't have at least half the content.
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